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Mission  
We believe in formulating simple choices.  Everything we do is slathered in simple from our 
minimalist packaging to our modest ingredient lists. Life is complicated enough, yes? Why add to 
the chaos. 
 
History 
Dirty Knees Soap Co., the name… people remember it, they notice it, they find themselves saying 
it out loud as they read the packaging, they repeat it to their shopping partner, which is often 
followed by a witty comment about what an awesome name it is. We humbly agree. So, where did 
the inspiration for the name (and business) come from? As a new mother to two very busy babies 
– twins! – I found myself on my knees a lot. I set out to create a line of products that I would not 
only feel good about my family using, but would give me an outlet to remain true to my creative 
nature. Being able to insight a few smiles and smirks along the way is a colossal perk. Dirty 
Knees’s fun and funky nature does just that. 
 

Key Features 
 
NO palm oil. 
We like orangutans and prefer that their habitats remain intact!  
There is a lot of controversy over the use of palm oil and the  
deforestation caused as a result of its farming. Many  
handcrafted soaps contains palm oil because it contributes  
to the hardness of the bar. We’ve managed  
to create a solid, hard bar without it.  

Limited number of ingredients.  
We want our customers to know exactly what they are  

getting without having to hire a team of formulators and  
scientists to decipher the ingredient list. Our popular  

hand, face, and body lotions, contain only 8 ingredients. 
Similar base recipes. 
Our soaps are made from the same base recipe, as are most  
of our lotions. Therefore, if someone is a fan of our Bare Naked soap,  
but likes the smell of Minnesota Wood, chances are… they’ll love  
the Minnesota Wood soap. If someone adores the Bare Naked  
lotion, but has a hankering for some chocolate chip cookies,  
chances are they will love our Bean All Over lotion – ahhh, the  
smell of fresh cookies in the oven and real vanilla. 

Eco-friendly packaging.  
Our soap boxes are made from 100% recycled material  

and printed with soy ink. Our 2oz and 4oz plastic jars  
are HPDE recyclable plastic with 100% recyclable  

aluminum lids. Our large 8oz lotion bottles are made  
from 100% recyclable aluminum.  

   
 



 
 
 

 
 
 

Additional Tidbits 
 

• All of our products are “gender and age neutral”. 
 

• Almond oil, a key ingredient in the majority of our soap and lotion 
products, is one of the best non-comedogenic oils, so it’s great for 
hand, face, and body! 
 

• A dab of lotion goes a long way. 
 

• Our soap bars are not only hard, but also hold their shape, right 
down to the last little sliver, which can be easily “adhered” to a 
new bar – NO WASTE! 

 
 

Testimonials 
 
We proudly boast a 5 out of 5 star rating on all of our website testimonials. Here are a few: 
 
Minnesota Wood soap 
“As one who has gone through life believing that soaps are basically very similar, I have 
found that a shower using Minnesota Wood is unique, invigorating, of subtle pleasing 
fragrance.” –Don B. 
 
Bare Naked soap 
“Dirty Knees Soap Co. you have outdone yourself with this bar! The smell is just amazing and 
my skin feels so moisturized after using the Bare Naked Bar! Highly recommend for anyone 
with sensitive skin too!” –evolgrl78 
 
Java Scrub soap 
“I love the soap and I love the exfoliating effect!” –Leslie N. 
 
Royal Almond body butter 
“Great smell, but not overpowering, and very creamy texture that makes my skin feel super 
soft... I love this stuff and will keep coming back for more!” –Vanessa V. 
 
Bean All Over lotion 
“I will no longer need to purchase my moisturizer from XXXX. I love this Bean All Over so 
much more, and there are fewer ingredients! The price is amazing, I get more of it, and I have 
had almost no breakouts since I switched. I'm naturally an oily person, and my make up 
foundation usually runs off, but not since switching to Bean All Over! My make up stays on all 
day. Thank you! I am so pleased!” –Meagan M.  
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